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Returning from the Dead His Secret Lover
Chapter 1730

Chapter 1730 Another Massacre

Isn’t this outrageous?

His forehead throbbed violently, making him look more sinister.

As a matter of fact, he had guessed it wrong this time. Although Eddie was devious, he
would not dare to establish his own base right under the nose of the Yartran royal family.

Following Kurt, Vivian sneaked into the old castle garden.

She watched him going straight into the basement in the garden to retrieve a dusty iron box
from an abandoned fireplace.

Then, he opened it and took out a map in front of her.

Vivian was speechless.

She was so stunned that she just gaped and stared at him, wide-eyed.

“Kurt, you…”

“Have you contacted your dad? If you want to live, quickly ask him to come and fetch you. I
don’t want to repeat myself.”

Unexpectedly, after studying the map, his expression turned cold and he kept the map. Then,
he spoke in an icy tone.
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Vivian clenched her delicate hands and bit her lips. She bent her head and determinedly
stood motionless before him.

However, this time, she was taken by surprise. After he had finished speaking, he took out a
box of firearms which he knew was hidden there.

He selected two of the most lethal and handy ones.

Then, he just turned around and headed out.

Immediately, Vivian followed suit.

Bang!

He turned around and fired a shot!

Vivian was so frightened that she screamed and ran, covering her ears. She trembled all
over and huddled in a corner for a long time, not daring to stand up.

“Kurt, you…”

Ashen-faced, she looked at him with fearful eyes filled with tears.

However, Kurt was completely indifferent.

When he saw that she had finally stopped following him, he sneered and walked away,
closing the basement door with a “snap.”

“Kurt! Kurt!”

Vivian was so anxious that she shouted again from the inside. Not caring that her legs were
still weak, she ran towards the door and banged hard on it.

She realized what he was going to do.

The map and weapons…
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Certainly, he had never been here before, but he seemed to know the place so well. This
could only mean one thing. The black creatures in his body had brought him here.

Those things must have been left behind by Daphne.

Daphne had lived in the Yartran King’s royal residence for many years, so she must have
been to Exerine Palace often. Hence, those must be her belongings.

What is he going to do with those things?

When Vivian recalled the bloodlust that flashed in his eyes when he obtained those
weapons just now, she was even more worried and anxious.

“Kurt, let me out, please, Kurt…”

There was only silence outside.

Nobody responded to her calls for help.

After Kurt left, there was dead silence outside the basement. From the far end of the
basement, there were only the echoes of her shouts.

Indeed, this castle was deserted all the time, except when there was some party or function.
Usually, there was no one here.

She was soon out of breath.

Oh, yes! I can still contact Daddy!

Her eyes lit up immediately when she suddenly remember that and she took out her
smartphone.

To her disappointment, when she took it out, there was no signal at all. In this basement,
there was not even a trace of the mobile service provider.

Vivian was utterly exasperated.
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There was nothing she could do but keep her phone back in her pocket and search for a way
out of the basement.

In the end, she really discovered a small door.

Squeak…

When the small dusty iron door was pulled open, she felt an extremely cold wind blowing in
her face. The wind, with a very unpleasant rotten smell, made her feel a little nauseous.

Where will this lead to?

Vivian hesitated for a while, and then she stepped into it…

At that moment, outside the basement, Kurt had come out bringing the firearms. Soon, he
disappeared into the dark, cold and windy night.

What was he going to do?

Naturally, to kill again!

Later, Sebastian examined all the dead bodies that had been killed by Kurt. It could be
explained by science that this young man was infected by bacteria.

However, there was something that science could not explain.

He was getting revenge for someone and that person was Daphne!

Daphne’s death was quite abrupt. She was the former high priestess of Elysium who had
worked together with Eddie back then. In the end, when she returned to Elysium, she was
killed by Lucy.

Was she resentful?

Of course, she was. Just because of a microchip implanted inside a young girl, the
importance of her position was being taken over and overshadowed.

On top of that, the death of her son was the reason her hatred became deeper.
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So, that was the reason why, after being infected, Kurt killed all the remaining members of
the Limmer family living in hiding in Jadeborough.

Returning from the Dead His Secret Lover
Chapter 1731

Chapter 1731 Yet Another Massacre

Now that he had arrived in Yartran, it should be the start of the second massacre, and this
time, it might be larger and more terrifying than the one in Jadeborough.

Before boarding the plane, Sebastian called his two sons who had already arrived in Yartran
and learned that there was a massacre in the local black market.

“Daddy, there are at least a few thousand people in that black market, but as soon as Ian
and I got here, we heard the news that the entire black market was razed to the ground!”

On the phone, Matteo spoke with shock, anger, and fury.

This little scoundrel was even better than him. It took him and his brother two hours to
destroy the casino. This guy only took less than half an hour to wipe the place clean.

It was all done!

Matteo was so upset he fiercely took a bite off an apple.

When Sebastian heard that, immediately his expression became solemn.
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“How about now? Where is he?”

“I don’t know, and we can’t follow him. He’s like a ghost, and we don’t know where he’s going
next? If he commits a massacre here, it will be troublesome when it comes to international
disputes since it is out of the country.”

Again, Matteo spoke angrily.

Sebastian was silent for a moment.

Finally, he said coldly. “Ian, I will send you a password later. Try to track it.”

“Okay,” Ian replied.

Ian, who had been silent all this while, turned on his computer after replying to his father.

A few minutes later, he received a string of numbers on his computer and clicked on it,
thinking that it was some advanced tracking system. Unexpectedly, the screen suddenly
went black and the sound of what seemed to be Sebastian’s breathing was heard.

“S104, give a response!”

A deep voice, with a commanding tone came out clearly from the computer.

Matteo was so taken aback that he stopped biting his apple.

Ian, too, was stunned for a moment.

Is this… Daddy’s voice?

It was at this moment, that movement could be seen on the black screen. This was followed
by loud noises and after a while, there were gunshots and screams.

Bang!

“Who are you? How did you find us? Ahh-”
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There was a shrill scream and the terror over there could be felt across the screen.

The twins were petrified.

When Sebastian heard it, immediately he ordered, “Ian, track this frequency and find his
location.”

“Yes!”

Only then did Ian come to his senses.

Quickly, he took his notebook and ran the tracking app.

It turned out that, in order to find the boy who had become crazed, Sebastian had used the
special tracking device of the Jadesons, which was directly implanted into the brain.

And these tracking devices, other than Jonathan, Devin and himself, there was only planted
on the boy they saved years ago.

Ian quickly locked on to the target. It was the most ordinary local residential building.

The twins went there quickly.

However, they were still too late. When they finally arrived at the residential building, they
saw blood everywhere, and there were corpses in the corridors.

The Limmer family had planned their disappearance so well. Everyone in the family was
disguised as the lowest-ranking ordinary folk in society.

They blended in as hotel staff and ordinary residents in the country so that no one would
know.

When Ian and Matteo arrived and saw blue flame marks on the corpses in turn, apart from
their anger, they were only shocked that the young man could find his targets and see
through their disguises so accurately.

Is he possessed by an evil spirit?
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Is it the spirit of that woman named Daphne?

Matteo came over and sighed when he saw the red-eyed boy shoot down the last person.

“You have killed so many, one after another. Don’t you feel tired?”

Silence was the reply he got.

“What I mean is, where else do you need to go to kill? Say it and share with us so we can go
together to finish them off.”

Matteo explained because he was embarrassed by the cold piercing stare from Kurt’s
bloodshot eyes

Of course, he was not going to kill anyone.

He only wanted to find them and hand them over to his father, Sebastian to handle them.
Killing so many people was really awful.

It was clear that Kurt was infected by the black bacteria, and his bloodthirsty appearance
was very similar to his original master, who would kill right up to the very last one.

He kept the guns and was about to leave.

Matteo was speechless.

“Kurt, where is Vivi?” Ian suddenly asked about his sister.

At the question, Kurt who was covered in blood and about to leave, paused suddenly.

“Did you leave her behind? Kurt, let me tell you, she is Sebastian’s daughter. If the Limmer
family finds her, she will be in great danger!”

Ian was very smart. When he saw Kurt’s reaction, immediately he realized that something
was wrong, and he changed his tone of voice to a stern note.

Kurt’s gaze was thoughtful for a moment.
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However, he remained silent.

At the same time, Matteo took out his smartphone and called Vivian.

“Hello, the number you dialed is temporarily unavailable.”

“Darn!”

Matteo lost his temper!

At the same time, while he was standing with his back to them, something was slowly
pouring out of Kurt’s chest uncontrollably, and it gradually covered the destructive
murderous aura on his body.

Vivi…
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